Cloud Migration Case Study

Alembic Pharma’s Success Story With
Vaultastic

About Alembic Pharmaceuticals Limited
Alembic Pharmaceuticals Limited, an Indian pharma company established in 1907, are market leaders in the
macrolides segment of anti-infective drugs in India. The company with 4 manufacturing facilities (3 API & 1
Formulation Plant) has a global presence in 75 countries through partners as well as representative offices in 7
countries. At Alembic, email forms the backbone of operations and is used to gather information which is related
to major business activities spanning across departments from drug discovery to manufacturing, administration,
hr and major customer support functions. Being in the pharmaceutical space, the company is bound by several
regulatory and legal requirements, requiring them to keep a record of all documents in a reproducible manner
for a minimum of 10 years.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Being in the pharma space, the company faces planned
compliance audits once or twice a month, for which information
needs to be retrieved quickly. The traditional methods that the
company was using, which involved storage of email data on
tapes and drives in premise, was growing in size year after
year, posing challenges in terms of manageability, cost, ease
and speed of data retrieval. The company was therefore on
the lookout for a secure solution that could safely store all
their email data as well as transfer any historical data that was
previously stored on tapes and drives, along with an easy way
to access any of these email on demand.

Vaultastic seamlessly copied and moved over 25 TB of historical
data to the cloud and keeps all mail online and search ready.
The tamper proof vaults with a self service portal for end users
to search and restore mail, has resulted in higher productivity.
Role based access to ediscovery has allowed fast search and
retrieval across mailboxes, for email from any period. Being on
the cloud, Vaultastic has provided a robust and elastic solution
to Alembic’s ever growing email data. The solution with a high
level of automation and guarantees on the service, allowed
Alembic’s IT team to focus on more strategic and infrastructure
initiatives, supporting the organisation in its growth.

THE BENEFITS
Rapid Information Discovery

Increased Productivity

Hands Free Scalability

With all email across years, always online
and search ready, ediscovery allows
Alembic to rapidly search for specific email
threads and discover valuable information.

The self service portal, allowing users
to access their own vaults has helped
increase the productivity of both the
ends users and the IT Team.

Elastic compute and storage has made it
easy for Alembic to manage their growing
email data being ingested from newly
integrated plants and organisation units.

ABOUT MITHI SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES AND AWS
Mithi’s collaboration platforms, give you access to secure, dependable, and an always connected collaboration environment, helping
you reduce operational costs and gain productivity. Giving your business what we call the ‘Collaboration Advantage’.
Migrating your applications to the AWS Cloud gives you access to on-demand IT resources that can help you innovate faster, reduce
costs, and operate more securely.

NEXT STEPS
To learn about how Vaultastic from Mithi Software Technologies can help your business, visit www.mithi.com
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